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For the workers.  For the children.  To transform lives.

AION changes the l ives of local workers in the USA and ABROAD by 

providing them with the means to create sweat shop-free goods.

Based in Jackson Hole, AION produces culturally influenced items each 

year from diverse locations where there is a need for sustainable business 

to l i ft people out of poverty.

AION partners with local vi l lagers to give them the tools to start their own 

sustainable business, providing them with capital, samples, machinery, 

and consultation for their business.  

For Spring 2015 AION wil l focus on Bali, Indonesia for our second Distant 

Lands Collection.  The apparel reflects the culture, imagery, ar t, vibrant 

colors, fabrics and patterns found on the Island of a Thousand Gods. 

Each garment includes a hang tag with the signature of the maker of that 

particular product. SP 2015
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NAIONTIVE BIRD TEE
A-S15-MT-300-NAIONTIVEBIRD

heather navy burnout | heather red burnout | avocado/yellow | tan/orange | white/navy | henna red burnout | avocado burnout | tan burnout

CHIEF BUFFALO TEE
A-S15-MT-300-CHIEFBUFFALO • antelope | heather blue | heather red | white
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CHIEF DREAMCATCHER TEE
A-S15-MT-300-DREAMCATCHER • heather blue | white

AION CREW TEE
A-S15-MT-300-AIONCREW

blue | avocado | | heather navy burnout | heather red burnout | henna red/red | tan/red |  white
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TETON WAVE TEE
A-S15-MT-300-TETONWAVE

heather green burnout | antelope burnout | heather red burnout |  henna red | antelope/orange | white |  green/yellow
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CAMO GRAVY SHIRT
A-S15-BU-315-GRAVY-BUTTONUP-PRINT • wavy gravy | blue camo | green camo

GRAVY SHIRT
A-S15-BU-315-GRAVY-BUTTONUP • charcoal grey | light blue | grey
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THE HOODIE
A-S15-MHOD-010-HOOD • heather grey | henna red

TRIBAL POCKET TEE
A-S15-MT-300-TRIBAL • sky blue | white
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WAVY GRAVY BOARDIE
A-S15-TH-315-WAVYGRAVY-BOARDIE • blue | yellow | orange
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THE BOLT TRUCKER
A-S15-TH-315-BoltTrucker • brown camo | maroon | orange | navy camo | wavy gravy | green camo

NAIONTIVE BIRD TRUCKER
A-S15-TH-315-NaiontiveBirdTrucker • avocado | maroon | orange
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NAIONTIVE BIRD TRUCKER
A-S15-TH-315-MtWavesTrucker • cream/blue

5 PANEL
A-S15-TH-315-WAVYGRAVY5PANEL • blue wavy | green camo | blue camo
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SYMMETRY CARDIGANV
A-S15-WO-200-SYMMETRY • grey | green
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NEX TANK
A-S15-WTK-230-NEX • black | purple

BATTLESHIP TANK
A-S15-WTK-232-BATTLESHIP • blue| grey | navy | purple

STATIC TANK
A-S15-WTK-231-STATIC • blue sky | lavender
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RANGER TEE
A-S15-WTS-220-RANGER • red | blue sky | lavender | pink

CLOUDVEIL V-NECK
A-S15-WTS-220-CLOUDVEIL • grey buffalo | lavender chief | maroon indo flower | red indo flower
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SHADOW THERMAL
A-S15-WLS-212-SHADOW • cream burnout | purple burnout  • cream nAIONtive | lavender nAIONtive | white nAIONtive

WISTER BASEBALL TOP
A-S15-WLS-211-WISTER • blue | brown

The Spearhead Tank

SKU 

SEASON

PATTERN

STYLE

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

FABRIC/YARN

WASH

COLORS

STITCHING

DETAIL

TAGS

COMMENTS

a-s15-wtk-233-spearhead

a-s15-wtk-233-spearhead-blue a-s15-wtk-233-spearhead-cream a-s15-wtk-233-spearhead-black

spring 2015

233

tanktop

s | m | l

loose oversized tanktop with low back

BINTANG HARAPAN summer knits #5 “100% cotton 60’s super comb s/k putih”

light acid wash

1. navy [pantone 18-4232 TPX] with burnout graphic
2. cream [pantone 12-0804 TPX] with navy graphic [pantone 18-4232 TPX] 
3. black [pantone 19-4007 TPX] with black graphic [pantone 19-4007 TPX] 

thread to match fabric

lower back
loose fit

interior [top back]
exterior [bottom right of front]

GRAPHIC: navy [pantone 18-4232 TPX] GRAPHIC: burnout GRAPHIC: black [pantone 19-4007 TPX] 

The Spearhead Tank
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PATTERN

STYLE
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DESCRIPTION
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COMMENTS
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a-s15-wtk-233-spearhead-blue a-s15-wtk-233-spearhead-cream a-s15-wtk-233-spearhead-black

spring 2015
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s | m | l

loose oversized tanktop with low back

BINTANG HARAPAN summer knits #5 “100% cotton 60’s super comb s/k putih”

light acid wash

1. navy [pantone 18-4232 TPX] with burnout graphic
2. cream [pantone 12-0804 TPX] with navy graphic [pantone 18-4232 TPX] 
3. black [pantone 19-4007 TPX] with black graphic [pantone 19-4007 TPX] 

thread to match fabric

lower back
loose fit

interior [top back]
exterior [bottom right of front]

GRAPHIC: navy [pantone 18-4232 TPX] GRAPHIC: burnout GRAPHIC: black [pantone 19-4007 TPX] 

The Spearhead Tank

SKU 

SEASON

PATTERN

STYLE

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

FABRIC/YARN

WASH

COLORS

STITCHING

DETAIL

TAGS

COMMENTS

a-s15-wtk-233-spearhead

a-s15-wtk-233-spearhead-blue a-s15-wtk-233-spearhead-cream a-s15-wtk-233-spearhead-black

spring 2015

233

tanktop

s | m | l

loose oversized tanktop with low back

BINTANG HARAPAN summer knits #5 “100% cotton 60’s super comb s/k putih”

light acid wash

1. navy [pantone 18-4232 TPX] with burnout graphic
2. cream [pantone 12-0804 TPX] with navy graphic [pantone 18-4232 TPX] 
3. black [pantone 19-4007 TPX] with black graphic [pantone 19-4007 TPX] 

thread to match fabric

lower back
loose fit

interior [top back]
exterior [bottom right of front]

GRAPHIC: navy [pantone 18-4232 TPX] GRAPHIC: burnout GRAPHIC: black [pantone 19-4007 TPX] 
SPEARHEAD TANK

A-S15-WTK-233-SPEARHEAD • navy | cream | black
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THUNDER SWEATSHIRT
A-S15-WLS-213-THUNDER • cream | white

FEATURED ARTIST | abby paffrath

Based in Jackson Hole, Abby studied the Indonesian art of Batik when she 

enrolled in a program to study the art and culture of the country. Immediately 

she fell in love with the beauty and brightness of batik and began training in 

the centuries-old process with a very skilled, local Balinese man. Today she is 

fueled by the bright colors of the aspen trees in the fall, the excitement of a rising 

cutthrout trout, even the stillness of a cold snowy day, and the desire to share her 

work with others.
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FOSSIL SHORTS
A-S15-WSH-240-FOSSIL• black | brown | grey

HUNT SHORTS
A-S15-WSH-240-HUNT • camo | denim
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CHICAMO TRUCKER
A-S15-WTH-315-CHICAMO • blue camo | brown camo | coral camo

MT. WAVES TRUCKER
A-S15-WTH-315-MTWAVES • cream/blue | coral/cream | blue/navy
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STUDIO & STORE  960 ALPINE LANE # 4 JACKSON HOLE, WY 83001

ORDER FORM  www.AIONmfg.com/pages/catalog

WEBSITE  www.AIONmfg.com 

FACEBOOK  /AIONheadwear

INSTAGRAM  @AIONheadwear

PHONE  307.734.7900

EMAIL  info@AIONheadwear.com


